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APR Coin (APR) is 100% decentralized P2P cryptocurrency that delivers ease of use along with a fast, secure 
and anonymous network hosted on Masternodes globally. As a result of its decentralization, no central 
organization or entity controls APR Coin. The core dev team of APR are simply members of the APR 
Community who believe professionalism, integrity and quality are the 3 pillars of a strong cryptocurrency. 
APR differentiates itself from other cryptocurrencies by providing a fast, secure and stable platform to grow 
mass adoption globally. APR is able to ensure that coin holders may store, send and receive coins 
anonymously and securely through the use of both desktop and mobile wallets.  

APR Coin has been built as a modified fork of PIVX and has kept sustainability top-of-mind with APR being a 
100% Proof of Stake Masternode currency. At just 60 seconds, block times are 10x faster than parent coin 
Bitcoin, without having the negative environmental impact of high energy POW mining. 

The following document will clearly outline the core specifications, functionality and features of APR Coin.

INTRODUCTION
POS Rewards Made Simple
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KEY FEATURES

Truly Sustainable: 
APR’s use of 100% Proof of Stake for 

block generation eliminates high 
energy usage POW mining. 

Global Transactions: 
Enjoy the ability to send and receive 
APR Coin instantly across the globe 

via desktop and mobile wallets. 

Anonymity Preservation: 
Private and fully anonymous 

transactions keep your wealth and 
identity safe and secure. 

High Proof of Stake Rewards: 
Block rewards will continue scaling 

down over time to curb inflation and 
keep supply low and fixed. 

Secure and Fast: 
As more APR Masternodes are 
enabled, the network becomes 

more secure with faster transactions. 

POS Rewards Made Simple: 
APR Coin holders may simply leave 

their desktop wallet applications 
open to receive POS block rewards. 

Valuable: 
25,000,000 fixed coin supply will 
last over 100+ years generating 

material block rewards. 

Pure Proof of Stake: 
No POW or unfair start. Simply mint 
coins by holding in wallet. Energy 

efficient and low maintenance costs. 

Inflation Resistant: 
Masternodes locking coins, halving 
block rewards, incentivizing holding 

through 70/30 MN reward split.

Global Adoption through Usability, Speed and Security
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COIN SPECIFICATIONS
Sustainability and Consistency

Algorithm Quark

Mining 100% Proof of Stake

Block Time 60 Seconds

Total Supply 25,000,000 APR Coins

Premine 1,500,000 APR Coins

Masternode 3,000 APR Coins

Block Rewards 70% Masternode Rewards / 30% POS Wallet Rewards

Maturity 30 Minutes

Max Supply 100+ Years
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BLOCK REWARDS
Longevity is Key

Blocks Block Rewards Days

100 - 5,000 1 APR Coin 7

5,001 - 25,000 33 APR Coins 28

25,001 - 100,000 20 APR Coins 104

100,000 - 1,100,000 10 APR Coins 1,388

Note: Rewards halve every 1,000,000 blocks per 1,388 days until max supply is reached (100+ years).
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APR Coin is a modified fork of the Masternode currency PIVX. PIVX was chosen as the parent codebase as a result of 
its proven foundations, algorithm and block reward distribution system. APR Coin separates itself through longevity 
supporting coin specifications, customized QT wallets, explicit Masternode and POS wallet block rewards and an 
intentionally low maximum coin supply of 25,000,000 APR Coins. Block Rewards halve every 1,000,000 blocks per 
1,388 days until the maximum total supply of 25 million APR Coins is reached in 100+ years.   

All core code for APR Coin is completely open source and is available on Github in a dedicated repository under the 
MIT License: https://github.com/APRCoin/zenith-repository. Community members may use the available code to 
create use cases of their own, and have full permission to do so whether these uses be for private or commercial use. 

OPEN SOURCE CODE

https://github.com/APRCoin/zenith-repository
https://github.com/APRCoin/zenith-repository
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All 3 major operating systems - Windows, Mac OS and Linux - have had functioning APR Coin desktop wallet 
applications since genesis block, which occurred on April 23, 2018. Desktop wallets are essential to the growth of 
APR Coin, as it is only through these that Masternode collateral is able to be locked and Masternodes enabled. APR 
Coin staking functionality, as outlined in the “APR Masternode” and “Proof of Stake” sections that follow, are only 
currently available in the desktop wallet applications. Transparency is essential and all anonymous transaction 
details, including staking, and the number of Masternodes online are available on the official APR Explorer. 

As an added measure to prevent hyperinflation, each transaction fee on the APR Blockchain is burned in its entirety. 
Each of the 4 desktop wallet versions are available for download on GitHub in the APR Coin Zenith Repository.

DESKTOP WALLETS

https://github.com/APRCoin/zenith-repository
https://github.com/APRCoin/zenith-repository
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APR Coin was developed as Masternode currency; however, it is optional to also secure the network without the 
requirements of a Masternode. As a result, Masternode holders will receive a higher block reward due to their 
securing the network through locking collateral. 3,000 coins are necessary to secure the network via a Masternode. 
70% of the block reward will go to Masternode holders. For example, if the block reward is 10 APR Coins, 7 will be 
rewarded to the Masternode holder. In the current structure of APR Coin, the max supply will be reached within 
100+ years. Every 4 years, the block rewards will be halved.  

As more Masternodes are activated over time, more of the static coin supply will be locked. The enabling of more 
Masternodes also helps increase transaction speeds. With these variables, hyperinflation becomes a non-issue.

APR MASTERNODES
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An additional way to generate coins is to hold ones coins in an APR Coin Wallet. There is no collateral involved, 
meaning that one does not need to buy a specific amount of APR Coins for this block reward split. It is also not 
necessary for one to lock their wallet for staking. The rewards are distributed by network weight; therefore, if one 
wishes to attain block rewards at higher frequencies, they will require more APR Coins. The more coins one has, the 
likelihood that they will be able to mine the current block of APR Coin. 

For example, if the current block reward is 10 APR Coins, the Proof of Stake Wallet reward is 30% of that. In other 
words, 3 coins of that specific block will be rewarded.

PROOF OF STAKE
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To further promote International merchant adoption, both Android and iOS Mobile wallets have been created. The 
APR Mobile Wallet application allows users to quickly and easily send, receive and store APR Coins on their mobile 
smartphone. Users enjoy the ability to use a QR code to simply send or receive APR between mobile wallets. This 
allows merchants to receive mobile payments seamlessly and instantly for their goods and services.  

By using the APR Mobile Wallet, one is able to quickly send APR between both mobile and desktop wallet 
applications as well. As with the desktop wallets, all transaction fees for APR Coin are burned from the total 
circulating supply of the coin, helping reduce hyperinflation, and increasing the longevity of the currency. Mobile 
staking and block reward generation is currently under development due to popular demand.

MOBILE WALLETS
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The effectiveness of a cryptocurrency in the function of money is measured in its adoption and use worldwide by 
merchants and customers alike. APR Coin’s usability, speed and security has allowed it to become increasingly 
accepted as a form of payment in businesses worldwide. Since the release of the APR Mobile Wallet (Android 
Version), merchants have begun proudly displaying the “APR Coin Accepted Here” sign in the form of stickers, 
website images and folders/brochures in their place of business, whether it be for their online store or their brick 
and mortar location.  

APR’s multiple open markets trading against BTC allow for it to lower barriers of entry, and provide merchants in 
locations where fiat is struggling, to earn and receive currency of value for their goods and services. 

MERCHANT ADOPTION
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Members of the APR Coin community are creating their own use cases constantly. One such public and free-to-use 
use case is APR Loyalty. Users will be able to log into the mobile or web version of a loyalty program management 
wallet (separate from their staking/masternode wallets) and manage all of their loyalty programs in one simple 
interface. There they will be able to exchange points, miles and rewards between real-world reward programs 
through the APR Loyalty Points Exchange.  

This real world implementation will accessible to all crypto-adopting businesses and sole proprietors no matter the 
scale of their operation and is 100% free to use and free to implement. A 100% free API is being created to allow 
businesses globally to create and connect to their own loyalty program to the APR Loyalty rewards program wallet, 
points exchange and staking pool.

FREE TECH: APR LOYALTY



Disclaimer: The information contained within this White Paper, as well as content and channels, along with 
the APR Coin website and Forum, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, BitcoinTalk Announcement or Telegram 
channels shall not be construed to be financial, legal or tax advice. The content of this White Paper and all 
other APR Coin content are solely the opinions of all those who choose to post who are not licensed financial 
advisors or registered investment advisors. Purchasing cryptocurrencies poses considerable risk of loss. Those 
who are posting content on APR Coin’s Discord server, its categories and channels, along with all APR Coin 
social media and web content, do not guarantee any particular outcome. Past performance does not indicate 
future results. This is not an offer to sell securities. APR Coin is not a security. APR Coin is 100% P2P 
decentralized open source currency under the MIT license and it, as a project, is owned by anyone who holds 
its coins. Never invest more than you can afford to lose. You should consult with your professional advisors 
before purchasing any cryptocurrencies. 

If you wish to trade on any exchanges, please only do so at your own risk. The core team and community of 
APR are not responsible for your decision to trade or any losses from trading on any platform whatsoever.

DISCLAIMER
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INFO@APR-COIN.COM 
APR-COIN.COM

APR COIN
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